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Upon reflection of the many years I have been coming to Santa Rosa
Golf and Beach Club, as both a member, and as a guest of my late parents,
the one thing that the Club does well is make people feel welcome. And for
members, this welcome feeling can make people very comfortable, kind of
like being home.
I think the club does a particularly good job, through its staff, of
making members feel comfortable and satisfied at the Golf Course and at
Mulligan's. However, for various reasons, I feel the Vue does not always
create a comfortable feeling for members. However, I understand the
reasons why the Vue is positioned as a fine dining restaurant at the beach on
30A.
Members will naturally feel more comfortable and satisfied at the Vue
if they go more frequently and get to know the staff better. Like Cheers,
people want to go where everybody knows their name. However, the reality
is that most people don't go out for fine dining very frequently. Therefore, I
believe we need to find a way to deliver more casual and affordable dining
experiences to our members at the Beach Club, or the Vue.
During my time on the Board, we have discussed a vision to create a
more casual atmosphere for members at the beach. The process to make that
vision become a reality is happening now as the financial position of the
club continues to improve. I can see a "Members Grill" area being created
that will be a frequent stop for our members of all ages.
I am running for another term on the Board because I believe my
background and skills in business and law can be very helpful. More
importantly, I love the Club and I'm invested in its success.

